PRESS RELEASE

Blokker Holding sells all Xenos´ German activities to TEDi
Amsterdam, Dortmund, December 27, 2017. Blokker Holding and TEDi GmbH & Co. KG (TEDi) have
reached agreement on the sale of Xenos’ German activities to TEDi. Xenos, the Dutch retail chain in
household goods, decoration and fun everyday items has 631 company-owned stores located in
Germany. TEDi will take over these German stores and convert them into TEDi branded stores. This
process will take place gradually in the next few months. The transaction includes all existing
employment contracts.
The intended transaction is in line with Blokker Holding’s revised strategy announced May 16, 2017,
to focus entirely on the Blokker retail chain and divest all other retail companies. The takeover of
Xenos stores reinforces TEDi’s position as leading non-food retailer in Germany and increases its
branch network to 1,800 stores.
Jeroen Visser, CFO Blokker Holding: “This transaction will enable us to provide further focus on
Xenos’ Dutch activities. We continue to work on a strong commercial positioning and a sound
preparation for the future sale of Xenos Netherlands. The transaction includes all existing Xenos
employment contracts in Germany. I am convinced that this is the best possible outcome for all
stakeholders and a solid next step in the execution of Blokker Holdings revised strategy.”
Silvan Wohlfarth, Chairman of the Board, TEDi: “The takeover of the German Xenos stores is a great
opportunity to realize TEDi’s ambitious growth objectives. In Germany, we aim at opening about 150
new stores per fiscal year, the total number of stores Europe-wide is supposed to grow to 5,000
within the next few years. Assortment and customer approach of Xenos fit excellently with TEDi.
Taking over the German Xenos stores also offers us a great opportunity to be situated at top
locations.”
Subject to the approval of the transaction by the relevant competition authorities and pending the
advice of Blokker Holding’s Central Works Council, the acquisition is expected to be completed
before the end of January 2018. Consequently Xenos stores will be converted into TEDi stores within
several months.
END
About TEDi
TEDi is Germany’s leading nonfood retailer on a clear path of growth. The company headquartered in
Dortmund aims at growing from currently 1,800 to 5,000 stores in the next few years. With
approximately 14,000 employees, TEDi is currently represented in six European countries: Germany,
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63 outlets excluding 1 franchise outlet that is not part of the transaction with TEDi

Austria, Spain, Croatia, Slovenia and the Slovak Republic. In 2018, market entries in Poland, Portugal
and Italy will follow.
The assortment includes household, party, do-it-yourself and electronic items as well as stationary,
toys, drug store products and cosmetics. In addition, accessories for cars and bikes as well as
seasonal products are offered. In the stores, 11,000 different products will be offered, depending on
the location and the size of the store. Among both our permanent assortment as well as trending
items many brand products can be found; about half of the assortment stems from Europe. Over the
past few years, TEDi has modernized its stores and is working continuously to create a modern
shopping experience for its customers. This includes elegant flooring, a more energy efficient and
brighter LED ceiling lighting and a revised presentation of our products.
TEDi has established itself as reliable local supplier due to its unique price and assortment concept as
well as its nationwide presence. It proves that quality, a broad assortment, fair prices and a
sustainable engagement are not mutually exclusive.
About Xenos
Xenos, a retail company belonging to Blokker Holding, has been offering its customers a unique mix
of original and contemporary products since 1973 related to hobbies, parties, home design/interior
design, gifts, and food and drink. The stores sell cosmopolitan, decorative and practical items at
surprisingly low prices – sometimes they are a little quirky, at other times they might be tasty or
adventurous, but they are always unusually fun. The retail chain employs more than 3,900 people
and operates around 260 stores. Xenos Germany has 64 stores and 660 employees, located
throughout Germany, but concentration in Nordrhein-Westfalen.
About Blokker Holding
Blokker Holding is a retail group with five retail companies (Blokker, Big Bazar, Xenos, Maxi Toys and
Marskramer) specialised in household goods and toys market. Blokker Holding has more than 1,370
stores in eight countries and circa 14,000 employees. On 16 May 2017, Blokker Holding announced
its decision to focus entirely on the Blokker retail chain in the Netherlands and Belgium and to sell
the company’s other retail companies (at that time: Xenos, Leen Bakker, Intertoys, Maxi Toys and Big
Bazar.) Retail chain Marskramer will continue as a franchise format and wholesale organisation. In
July 2017 Blokker Holding completed the sale of Leen Bakker to Gilde Equity Management. In
December 2017 the sale of Intertoys to Alteri investors was completed. Nextail, the online
organisation servicing all of Blokker Holding’s retail companies, continues to service Leen Bakker and
Intertoys through service level agreements. More information: www.blokkerholding.nl.
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